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Snow avalanches a natural phenomenon typical for snowy winter mountains consist of snow and 
sometimes of other material (debris, rocks, truncated trees and soil). On first sight they seem to 
be harmless mass of snow sliding down on a slope. But not they can be disastrous. Despite the 
snow avalanches event lasts for couple of seconds, they can take human lives, and destroy 
infrastructure. Until they occur in far and remote places they are not concern. The avalanche run-
out has been always an issue. How far avalanches can travel? Is there avalanche activity out 
there? How large is the avalanche hazard on certain places? Will the avalanche airbag will 
influence the probability of not being critically buried by an avalanche. These are the question the 
thesis attempt to solve with the use of GIS, remote sensing and statistical analysis. The aim of the 
thesis was to find reasonable answers to these questions. 
The effectiveness of avalanche airbags was first tested by pilot study when the artificial 
avalanche was triggered and motion of the dummies with different types was recorded. 
Additional estimation of impact forces, speed and final position of dummies was investigated and 
modelled (publication 6). The mechanism behind the avalanche airbags – inverse segregation was 
proofed to work in field test, but how is it with real avalanche incidents and the effectiveness of 
airbags in real life situations? To examine this question a retrospective study of avalanche airbags 
was done. Statistical analysis revealed that the real effectiveness of avalanche airbag is lower 
than previously reported (publication 1).  
It was found out (publication 2 and 3) the statistical approach to avalanche modelling has its 
limitations and thus it is relatively easy to implement it within GIS environment, in future it will 
be replaced by more complex numerical simulations (publication 5, 7, 8). Simulations coupled 
with GIS represent very powerful tool, which should not be overestimated, still it is a simulation. 
Resolution of input digital elevation model and setting correct friction parameters are key factors 
for getting reasonable outputs. 
Avalanche activity is valuable feedback for avalanche forecasting. As most of the mountain areas 
have very limited access, remote sensing can provide overview from above and map large areas 
in reasonable time and effort (publication 4). 
The thesis provides further insight into avalanche monitoring using GIS, remote sensing and run-
out simulation. Despite that the outputs are in experimental testing, ther is aim to make at least of 
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Snow is a natural phenomenon in the mountain alpine environment. Fluffy nicely shaped 
snowflakes seem to be harmless and peaceful.  That is true until they form large masses of snow 
on steep slopes and creates a snow avalanche. The snow avalanche is gravitational, sudden, 
downslope movement of snow mass on a mountain slope. Unless they do not occur in settlements 
and threaten infrastructure and human lives they are not a concern.  When avalanches occur in 
remote locations they are fascinating natural hazard with enormous energy. 
The attempt to understand all the processes associated with the instability of the snow cover and 
consequent avalanche and minimize their negative impact has led the humans to explore study 
and research the avalanches. They have been subject of scientific research for long time. 
Monitoring of avalanche hazard and their frequency is crucial for planning and realization of 
effective prevention measures. Especially important is the ability to predict the avalanche risk 
and the conditions that lead to its increase. The use of various remote sensing techniques and 
technology to monitor avalanches and GIS to map and model the avalanche spatial distribution 
has recently recorded relatively great progress. The use of numerical avalanche models in 
practice is a common part of the avalanche forecast, especially in the Alpine countries, Canada, 
the USA and also in Japan. However, the systematic use of modern GIS in avalanche prevention 
in Slovak and Czech mountain regions is still absent. One of the main goals of this work is to 
assess the possibilities of using innovative methods in standard practice in avalanche prevention. 
The publications included in the thesis deal with two types avalanches. First of all it deals with 
human triggered avalanches and the impact of avalanche balloon on the survival of users wearing 
the avalanche balloon backpack. In the next step the field testing of avalanche balloon was 
performed to examine the performance of airbags in real avalanche conditions.  
The numerical avalanche dynamic model was used to estimate the impact forces and speed of an 
experimental avalanche and its influence on dummies wearing avalanche balloon. The other part 
of the work is devoted to run-out modelling based on statistical methods and implementation of 
the model into GIS environment. Avalanche modelling and estimating run-outs based on 
numerical avalanche dynamics model is current state of art trend in avalanche run-out 
simulations.   By modelling of avalanche dynamics, we are able to estimate the devastating 
potential of the avalanche.  Determination of the possible path and defining the potential zones of 
the avalanche reach is an important basis for designing and dimensioning avalanche defence 
structures. Snow is one of the most complex natural materials for mathematical description. The 
dynamics of the avalanche movement is therefore extremely variable within the individual 
avalanches. Current knowledge and experience, proves that avalanche modelling and mapping 
methods can greatly help to understand the avalanche behaviour and hence reduce avalanche risk 
in mountainous terrain. Complementary to avalanche modelling avalanche monitoring and 
mapping is crucial for the proper estimation of avalanche danger level, calibration of numerical 
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Figure 1 Anatomy of avalanche release zone. 
(source: McLung ) 
models and it is used as valuable feedback for avalanche forecasters. The final publication is a 
book chapter, which summarizes all the modelling aspects of avalanches as a part of bigger group 
of geological hazards.        
4.1 Snow avalanches 
Avalanches are a characteristic phenomenon of every snowy mountain. It is a natural 
phenomenon that greatly affects the mountain environment and human activities as well. At the 
same time, it represents one of the greatest hazards for skiers, tourists and climbers moving in the 
winter mountainous terrain. The term avalanche is most commonly understood as the sudden 
movement of snow and its gravitational displacement along the mountain slope. 
The avalanche triggers in release zone (Figure 1), gain speed in transportation zone and 
decelerate and stops in run-out zone (Figure 2). The initiation of naturally triggered avalanche 
depends on the development of two factors: a) the weather which influences the snow cover 
properties, and b) the morphological properties of the terrain (Milan, 1981). Snow is the material 
of every avalanche meanwhile the wind is the architect of 
unstable snow slabs and pillows.  There is a great deal 
relationship among these factors, and it is relatively 
difficult to judge it individually. The fall of the avalanche 
is always the result of the complex action of all three of 
the mentioned groups of factors. Topographic features 
such as slope, exposure, altitude, horizontal and vertical 
topography, vegetation cover, and size of the release zone 
predominantly determine the friction effect, dynamics, 
behaviour avalanche size its shape, and finally avalanche 
effects on nature.  
Of the meteorological elements, the temperature, wind and 
overall duration and intensity of snowfall have the 
important influence on the characteristics and the 
formation of avalanches. They also determine the avalanche's size - especially their volume and 
weight.  The specific physical and mechanical characteristics of the snow cover are also shaped 
by the specific effects of topographic and meteorological elements. Of these, moisture, hardness, 
specific gravity, breathability, porosity, cohesion, adhesion, and the size of snow crystals and 
grains have the greatest influence on avalanche formation. A more detailed description of the 
influence of individual factors on the avalanche is not the aim of this work and is described in 
more detail in many other works e. g.  Kňazovický, Mclung, Tremper. Avalanche release occurs 
when the tension in the snow cover is at a certain point larger than its strength and when the 
friction resistance of the snow layer over its base is exceeded. The immediate cause of the 
avalanche can be considered to be a disturbance of the stress balance in the snow cover on the 
inclined slope (Midriak, 1977). The existence of internal tensions in the snow cover is caused 
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mainly by the actual weight of snow, increasing after each snowfall and changes in its structural 
structure (Kňazovický, 1967) or by human additional load.  The increase of the tension in snow 
cover is initialized mainly by the addition of new snow, internal changes in snow cover, or with 
any additional load caused by human and animals.  
However, the complex structure of tension within the 
snow cover also causes by large variation in the 
mechanical and physical properties of its individual 
layers. The snow crystals in the snow cover are subject 
to a continuous process of constructive and destructive 
metamorphosis. The difference in course, intensity and 
duration of these processes ultimately results in the 
different mechanical and physical properties of each 
layer of the snow cover. The stress concentration 
increases especially in those layers exhibiting the 
smallest plasticity (Kňazovický, 1967).  
In addition to its layering the terrain topography also 
influences the size and occurrence of stresses in the 
snow cover. Terrain morphology impacts the 
properties of the snow cover not only directly, but also 
indirectly by affecting uneven snow deposition. Snow 
cover and its height in the mountains have great 
variability influenced by many factors. The tension 
ratios are greatly influenced by the strong variation in 
the height of the snow cover (Kňazovický, 1967). 
Increase, resp. the decrease of the height of the snow cover in the direction of the slope greatly 
affects the tensile, pressure loads of snow layers. Due to this tension stress and disorders within 
the snowpack the slide of avalanche is initialized. If the tension in the snow cover exceeds the 
adhesive forces (adhesion of two neighbouring snow layers or snow cover and subsoil), the snow 
pack structure breaks down, and the static friction between the different snow crystals  is replaced 
by a much smaller kinetic friction (Midriak, 1977). The conditions of avalanche formation and 
their subsequent movement and character are therefore highly variable. Under a certain 





Figure 2 Avalanche track one of the avalanches in 
large avalanche cycle in Tatra mtns. in 2009. 
(source: Richnavský, 2012; archive of Avalanche 
prevention centre) 
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However, not every type of avalanche is suitable and can be modelled using dynamic models. 
Each type of avalanche has its a characteristic behaviour and the physical-mathematical 
representation of their movement varies considerably. The best described are so called slab 
avalanches. Based on the type of snow entrained the in slab we do distinguish soft slabs (Figure 3 
and hard slabs (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 3. Soft slab avalanches: (a) in the Western Tatra in April 2008, (b) avalanche from the Prislop in Žiarska dolina in 
the West Tatra in February 2006 (c) the avalanche in the Kartárik in the High Tatra. (source: Richnavský, 2012, 
Avalanche prevention centre) 
 
Figure 4. Hard slabs avalanches: (a) avalanche from the Latiborská hola in the Low Tatras in April 2008 (b)  Ďurková in 
the Low Tatra in January 2010) (c) Zelená dolina in the Western Tatra in December 2007. (source: Richnavský, 2012; 
Avalanche prevention centre) 
 
The simulation of avalanche motion using dynamic numerical models is currently focused mainly 
on slab avalanches from both dry and wet snow. These are the greatest hazards in most mountain 
areas. For modelling, it is also very important to know certain properties of the snow cover. The 
physical properties of snow have the greatest importance for the dynamic numerical modeling of 
the avalanche range, namely the height of the tear and the specific snow weight (kg.m-3). This is 
why efforts are being made to obtain these data from most registered avalanches in Slovak 
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4.2 Snow and Avalanche research related to GIS, reemote sensing and 
modelling 
Research in the field of snow and avalanches has a relatively rich tradition mainly in the Alpine 
countries. There are several research topics and directions such as: snow meteorology, 
metamorphosis and snow physics, meteorological and topographic patterns, avalanche terrain 
morphology and others.  This was mainly due that settlements, transport facilities and other 
infrastructure were threaten by avalanches. One of the oldest works which describes the influence 
of avalanches and attempts  to investigate the causes of the avalanche is the work of Coaz: Die 
Lawinen der Schweizeralpen (Coaz, 1888). 
In 1965 B. Cottman analysed the impact of the morphological conditions on avalanche release. 
Among others, K. Chomicz's publications (1965) are also valuable because they focused on the 
Polish side of Tatra Mountains.   Extensive knowledge about processes of avalanches and their 
consequences is presented in  Salm (1982) and  Munter (1992).  
Publication The Avalanche Handbook (McLung, Shaer, 2006) offers one of the most 
comprehensive information on the avalanches issued in English. The publication is based on the 
long-term experience of North-western avalanche authors and can serve as a basic textbook for 
avalanche experts. The exploitation of GIS in the research of the avalanche issue began to appear 
in the works of foreign authors at the end of the 1990s. The first countries in which avalanche-
oriented GIS applications are emerging are Switzerland, Norway, France and the USA. First use 
of GIS for mapping avalanche hazard in Iceland is well described in the work of L. Tracy (Tracy, 
2001), which has a practical implications of building proper and efficient avalanche defence 
structures. However the Swiss Avalanche and Snow Research Centre (SLF) have a long term 
tradition with intensive implementation of GIS in avalanche research. Gruber, in 2001, (Gruber, 
2001) uses the GIS for avalanche hazard mapping in Switzerland to describe how to use GIS to 
determine individual zones of avalanche threat. Gruber and Maggioni used GIS to analyse 
historically documented avalanches and the influence of topographic factors on the avalanche 
release dimension and frequency. Their publication describes the topographical parameters that 
contribute most to the release of an avalanche (Gruber, Maggioni, 2006). Delparte, in her 
publication Statistical runout modelling of snow avalanches using GIS in Glacier National Park, 
Canada (Delparte, 2008) claims that models from these well-documented avalanche tracks can 
then be transferred to places where this documentation was missing. GISs are also useful in 
calculating avalanche run-out using statistical models. 
The most pronoun issue of avalanches is when they do interfere with settlement and 
infrastructure. So in early stages of avalanche run-out modelling a simple statistical-topographic 
model were developed mainly in Norway. The model based on topography obtained by field 
surveys and regression relations between the topographical parameters (Lied, Bakkehoi, 1983). 
Nowadays many topographical patterns and properties can be obtained by spatial calculations 
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using digital terrain models in GIS. In Colorado Bovis and Mears addressed the issue of the 
statistical prediction of snow avalanche run-out from terrain variables (Bovis, Mears 1976). The 
Canadian McLung coped well with extreme avalanche run-out and their modelling with statistical 
alpha - beta model (McLung, 2000).  
The other research direction of modelling avalanches is numerical simulation of their behaviour 
based on treating/approximating avalanches as granular flows. There are several ongoing studies, 
works and large scale testing sites to calibrate the mathematically complex models. Their 
development and use is a relatively young field of research, but in the background of most of 
these tools there are more or less the mathematical relations for mass movement over the surface 
defined by Voellmy (Voellmy, 1955). Voellmy’s equations was partly adapted by  Salm (Salm, 
1966, 1968) and valuable historical source on avalanche dynamics is provided in the work of  
Mears (Mears, 1989). The modelling part of the thesis is based on the numerical model RAMMS 
developed in Switzerland at the department of avalanche dynamics at SLF. The problems of 
avalanche modelling using dynamic numerical models are addressed by various publications 
(Christen et al., 2002; Bartelt et al., 1999; Gruber and Bartelt, 2007; Bühler et al., 2011;). 
Nowadays the shift from one dimensional model (Gruber, Bartelt 2002) to two-dimensional (P. 
Bartelt et al., 2008) is obvious.  
The background of numerical model-RAMMS is well described by Christen (Christen et al., 
2008; Christen et al., 2010). Sensitivity of snow avalanche simulations to digital elevation model 
quality and resolution has an influence on final simulation results, but generaly DEM with very 
high resolution have negligible asset (Borstad, McLung 2009). The most complex work on 
avalanche dynamics has been done by Pudasaini and Hutter (Pudasaini, Hutter, 2006). During the 
last two deceased various models have been developed also outside SLF. A team of authors 
around at the Department of Avalanche and Torrent Research in Insbruck are involved in the 
development and testing of the SAMOS and ELBA numerical model used to model avalanche 
dynamics (Sailer, 2008).  
In the context of avalanche modelling, the work of Mergili from the Institute of Geography at the 
University of Innsbruck in Austria must be mentioned. The author devolved a model integrated in 
open source GRASS GIS to model granular flow of avalanche directly in GIS environment. This 
promising approach shows reasonable results but has to be further investigated (Mergili, 2007). 
Despite that in the Carpathian Mountain area avalanches is far not a concern than it the Alps, 
there’s long term tradition in snow an avalanche research. This research is concentrate at the 
Avalanche prevention centre of Mountain Rescue service and other collaborating institutions. 
First attempts to model avalanche release zones were done in Tatra Mountains by (Hreško, 1998) 
and Belianske Tatra mountains (Hreško, 1999). Hreško developed a simple and efficient model 
capable to estimate avalanche release zones based on topographical parameter. His work was   
followed by Barka and Rybár (Barka, Rybár, 2003) and they focused on the area of Mala Fatra.  
In their work they use statistical alpha beta model to estimate the run-outs. The model is 
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integrated in GIS environment and thus can be used on larger are in automated manner (Bárka, 
2003). Avalanche are not subject of research only in Slovakia but also on Polish side of Tatra 
Mountains there is extensive research on application of GIS in avalanche mapping and 
modelling.  
A great and valuable work has been done at the Institute of Geography of Jagiellonian University 
in Krakow by P. Chrustek of. In his work, he explores the use of GIS in the research of the alpine 
landscape and also application of numerical model (RAMMS) to local geomorphology of polish 
Tatra Mountains (Chrustek et al., 2009, 2010). 
Today, remote sensing is key for the identification, quantification and monitoring of natural 
hazards. Recent developments in data collection techniques are producing imagery at previously 
unprecedented and unimaginable spatial, spectral, radiometric and temporal resolution. The 
advantages of using remotely sensed data vary by topic, but generally include safer evaluation of 
unstable and/or inaccessible regions, high spatial resolution, spatially continuous and multi-
temporal mapping capabilities (change detection) and automated processing possibilities. Of 
course, as with every method, there are also disadvantages involved with the use of remotely 
sensed data. These are generally in relation to the lack of ground truth data available during an 
analysis and to data acquisition costs. Publications on the use of optical remote sensing for hazard 
applications include: landslide and rockfall evaluation (e.g., Mantovani et al., 1996; Roessneret 
al., 2005; Miller et al., 2012;), flood mapping and modelling (e.g., Townsend and Walsh, 1998; 
Sanyal and Lu, 2004), glacier- and permafrost related hazard assessments (e.g., Kääb et al., 2005) 
and avalanche detection (Bühler et al., 2009; Lato et al., 2012). A list of various satellite and 
airborne sensors with sufficient resolution for such analyses is given in, for example, Lato et al. 
(2012). Automatic avalanche mapping in very high resolution optical imagery is seen as most 
sensible to update avalanche cadastres after, e.g., large avalanche cycles. For more near real-time 
and operationally oriented applications (such as avalanche danger forecasting), the use of SAR 
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5 Material and methods  
5.1 Retrospective study on avalanche airbag use 
For the publication 1 it was necessary to collect all relevant records of documented avalanche 
incidents involving at least one avalanche airbag user. The data were collected from national 
registries of avalanche incidents from Canada, France, Slovakia, Norway, Switzerland and the 
United States. Incident reports were examined in detail a consistent dataset was produced.  The 
avalanche airbags are designed to reduce the probability of critical burial, the analysis focused on 
avalanche involvements with potential of critical burial. Accident records were therefore only 
included if the size of the avalanche was ≥2.0 according to the Canadian avalanche size 
classification, because the sizes <2.0 are too small to bury or harm a person. Only seriously 
involved users and non-users of airbags were included in the dataset.Finally only the accidents 
with multiple involvements and different users of avalanche airbags (non-users, users with non-
inflated airbags, and users with inflated airbags) were included in the analysis. This extraction 
eliminated the likely reporting bias.  
The univariate analysis was based on Fisher’s exact tests for count data and Wilcoxon rank-sum 
tests for ordinal or non-normal numeric parameters. Two-sided P < 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant and 0.05 ≤ P < 0.10 marginally significant. Effectiveness of avalanche 
airbags was expressed as absolute risk reductions for critical burial and mortality. For the 
multivariate analyses used stepwise binomial logistic regression were models starting with all 
available factors influencing grade of burial and mortality. P > 0.10 was used as the exclusion 
criteria for factors to prevent overfitting of the models.  
5.2 Avalanche modelling 
Avalanche dynamics modelling is closely related to hydrological modelling, which deals with the 
formation and properties of the snow cover At the input and output level, these two modelling 
domains can be linked through different GIS (Figure 5.) Snow precipitation determines the 
distribution and properties of the snow cover. Together with terrain morphology they do 
determine the location of potential avalanche release zones. However, snow avalanches can 
significantly influence the hydrological proportions of the area.  
The modelling of avalanche hazard consists of four main steps (Anecy, 2008): 
• Specification of snow precipitation distribution, and crown height. 
• Estimating and assessing the potential release area 
• Avalanche simulation 
• Estimating the potential run-out  
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The relationship between known inputs and unknown values of the output quantity is solved at a 
given time and space. It is essential that the model responds to the physical laws that work in the 
real world. With the increasing development of computer technology and its capability to handle 
large scale data, the models are getting more complex. Thus the modelling results can be very 
effectively applied in operative practice in avalanche prevention. 
 
5.2.1 Friction parameters 
The friction is the main reason for most of peculiarities and differences in avalanche dynamics. 
Friction develops among moving masses of snow and ground a within the internal structure of 
avalanche. Its size is proportional to the area of the layers sliding alongside, as well as the 
difference in velocity and the coefficient of snow viscosity (Kňazovický, 1967). The friction in 
the avalanche core is conditioned by the interference of the snow particles and their contact with 
the sliding surface. As a result of this friction, heat is generated to form a small amount of water 
on the surface of the snow particles. After the avalanche stops, the water freezes on the surfaces 
of these sticks to create a very tough avalanche coating. This is why the extraction of human 
body from avalanche deposits is very difficult, time consuming and demanding. Generally, 
friction causes a reduction in flow velocity. Individual types of avalanches are characterized by a 
characteristic movement. This knowledge is a basic prerequisite for solving feasible dynamic 
numerical models. In the flowing avalanche two opposing sets of forces are controlling the 
avalanche dynamics: driving force and friction force. Driving force is the result of a tension 
Figure 5 Avalanche process and application GIS in modelling (source: Richnavský, 2012) 
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parallel to the incline of the slope. Resistance force principally inhibits avalanche movement and 
consists of several components (Mears, 1976): 
 the shear friction between the avalanche and the underlying layer of snow, or a soil, rock, 
or vegetation cover (R1) 
 internal dynamic shear resistance caused by collisions and a change in momentum 
between snow particles and snow pieces (R2), 
 internal friction inside the snow-air suspension (R3), 
 shear friction between avalanche and ambient air (R4), 
 Hydrodynamic resistance at the head of avalanche (R5). 
The final force available for acceleration (Facceler) of the avalanche is thus the resultant of all the 
forces involved: 
𝑭𝒂𝒄𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒓  = 𝑭 − (𝑹𝟏 + 𝑹𝟐 + 𝑹𝟑 + 𝑹𝟒 + 𝑹𝟓)   
                                                               
While F is a tensile force component parallel to the slope surface [N].  
Estimation of maximum avalanche reach is one of the most important aspects of avalanche 
hazard zoning. This is one of the main objectives of in avalanche dynamics. However at the same 
time, it is also one of the most complex and controversial problems in a avalanche research 
(Bakkehøi and Lied, 1983). The avalanche distance depends on a complex of factors that are 
spatially and temporally variable. The characteristics of the segregation zone, the diversity of the 
terrain and the snow conditions are ultimately reflected in the large variability of the avalanches 
in the avalanche path. At present, there are several approaches and methods for analysing 
avalanche hazard by estimating maximum avalanche impacts and run-outs.  
In particular, the implementation of GIS has greatly expanded of the methods of determining 
potential avalanche impacts and the shape of the avalanche track. Generally, there are 3 
approaches: 
• Classical, traditional methods - manual avalanche terrain mapping and field investigation based 
on the experience and observation of avalanche expert. 
• Topographic - statistical methods - use of statistical topographic models - alpha-beta regression 
model publication 2, 3. 
• Dynamic numerical modelling - use of 1D dynamic models (AVAL-1D) and 2D dynamic 
models (RAMMS, SAMOS) publication 4, 7.  
All three approaches are interconnected and, in some aspects they do supplement each other. The 
classic and statistical approaches allow an estimate of the maximum avalanche reach but they are 
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not capable to determine the speeds and pressures. These two important variables can be 
simulated only by dynamic models. However, the theoretical basis of multiple numerical models 
is based on long-term statistical analysis of observed and well-documented avalanche events. 
5.2.2  Topographic statistical modelling of avalanche reach 
The statistical α - β model requires the morphometric analyses of terrain and calibration of the 
model based in of well know avalanches. This model was used in publication 2 and 3.α - β model 
The model was developed at the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) in Oslo in 1980.  Lied 
and Bakkehoi analysed 206 avalanche tracks and based on regression analysis, they selected 4 
morphometric parameters that best correlate with the length of the avalanche. This selection was 
later narrowed to two parameters, between which a very tight correlation was demonstrated 
(Publication 2). The model thus predicts the maximum length of the avalanche path based on the 
morphometric parameters of the relief of the given path. Morphometric parameters include a 
reference point (so called the β point) with β angle defined as the average gradient of the 
avalanche path profile from the position where the slope decreases to 10º to the trigger zone 
(Figure 6.) The α is the angle sighting from the extreme run out position to the trigger zone. Least 
square regression analysis showed correlation between α and β angle have form of equation (Lied 
and Bakkehøi, 1983). 
𝜶 = 𝑪𝟎  +  𝑪𝟏𝜷 
To determine the position of 
points α and β, it is appropriate 
to use at least 30 detailed 
avalanche paths (McLung, 
2000) in the evaluated area. 
The location of the point was 
determined based using GPS 
by field measurement. The 
position of the β points is 
determined on the basis of the 
slope analysis in the GIS 
environment. If the positions of 
these points are determined, 
their horizontal and vertical 
distance from the release zone 
is calculated. Angle α and β 
values are then determined on the basis of known relationships in the triangle (Figure 6). After 
the relationship between these angles is calculated by regression analysis, the coefficients C0 and 
C1 are determined. The model can then be used to calculate potential avalanche run-outs. Such a 
statistical approach has been used in several countries, and it has been found that each mountain 
Figure 6. α - β model also known as topographical or statistical run-out 
model (source: Lied, Bakkehoi 1983) 
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range differs with its morphometric avalanche parameters and therefore it is not possible to use 
the equally calibrated model for different areas. The model was used in Canada (McLung and 
Mears, 1991), in the US (Mears, 1989). 
5.2.3 Avalanche run-out modelling using numerical dynamic models 
In many cases the limitations of classic avalanche mapping methods and the limitation of 
statistical models have led to the development of multiple numerical simulation tools that make it 
possible to model the motion of snow avalanche. A dynamical approach to numerical modelling 
of avalanche behaviour is currently state of art in avalanche research. Such models are capable to 
simulate a variety of situations, from simple to complex. This development has been particularly 
concentrated in countries where the avalanche mapping has the greatest long-term tradition 
(Switzerland, Austria and Canada). The use of the dynamic models has many advantages and 
especially it is suitable also for very complex terrain where statistical avalanche run-out 
modelling reveals unfeasible results. On the hand numerical models are more mathematically 
complex and requires rather large computational capacity and input data accuracy. 
In general input data into numerical models are divided into three categories (Haeberli et al., 
2004): 
 Release zone parameters – crown height,  snow density, 
 Flow parameters - friction parameters, snow-pack parameters, 
 Specific simulation parameters - spatial resolution, time step, simulation length. 
The first attempts to map the avalanche danger using avalanche dynamics go back to 1955.  
Voellmy described the first model of the avalanche flow. The model is based on basic hydraulic 
theories with two resistance forces (Voellmy, 1955). However, not all avalanches move similarly 
to liquid and cannot be adequately modelled using fluid mechanics relations. However, such 
approximation is more appropriate than purely subjective models. Voellmy describes avalanche 
movement as the flow of matter, principally affected by two friction parameters: 
 Static (independent of flow rate), shear friction (friction coefficient μ), proportional to 
normal pressure based on the avalanche current.  At low speeds the shear friction 
dependency can be neglected - we are talking about dry, Coulomb friction 
 Speed-dependent, viscous (turbulent) friction (friction coefficient ξ), proportional to the 
square of avalanche velocity. This parameter also includes aerodynamic resistance and 
friction resistance (Jamieson et al., 2008). 
Voellmy model is based on the assumption that a frictional resistance is generated on the slope 
with the vertical height h, which is proportional to the area of the snow cover. While in the 
turbulent motion the frictional resistance is e proportional to average speed and density of the 
snow ρ.  
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 which the avalanche reaches on a 
uniform path under angle α is given by relation (Voellmy, 1955):  
𝒗𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝟐  = 𝝃 𝒉 (𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜶 −  𝝁 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜶 ) 
 
where 
h is the height of the avalanche current [m] 
ξ is the coefficient of turbulent friction [m / s2] 
μ is the coefficient of shear friction 
α is slope slope [°] 
The equation provides results, particularly valid for dry avalanches from dry snow on open 
slopes. The result of this equation largely depends on the values of coefficients ξ and μ and the 
height of snow in avalanche (h). However, there are only approximate guidelines based on 
experimentally measured data to determine the correct values of these coefficients. The values of 
the turbulent friction coefficient (ξ) change with respect to surface roughness.  
When using this model, it is necessary to specify the reference point in which the avalanche 
begins to slow down. The path (S) that the avalanche passes in its braking phase in the impact 
zone inclined at the angle β is given by:  
𝑺 =
𝒗𝟐
𝟐 𝒈 (𝝁 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜷 − 𝒕𝒈𝜷 + 𝟎. 𝟓 𝒗𝟐 𝝃 𝒉)
 
where 
h is the height of the avalanche flow [m] 
g is the gravitational acceleration [m / s2] 
ξ is the coefficient of turbulent friction [m / s2] 
μ is the coefficient of shear friction  
The equation is very sensitive to the values of the coefficients ξ and μ and to the values of the 
height of the avalanche flow and its velocity. In practice determination of reasonable values of 
these coefficients represents a relative issue.  
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Most of the other attempts to describe avalanche dynamics primarily originate from Voelmy 
model. The most significant modifications of this model were made by Salm. By including the 
impact of the counter pressure (due to stopping the simulated avalanche flow in the reach zone) 
and the flow width, the model was adapted to so called, known as the Voellmy-Salm model 
(Salm 1966). After many years of validation and calibration, this model was also embedded in the 
Swiss Guideline for Avalanche Runout Calculation (Salm et al., 1990).   
So far the mentioned models operated in one dimension. With onset larger computation capacity 
and better understanding of avalanche behaviour the transition from one dimensional to two 
dimensional modelling is apparent. RAMMS (RApid Mass Mass MovementS) is a modern 
numerical simulation tool used to model the movement of geophysical mass movements from 
trigger to run-out within a three-dimensional terrain (Christen et al., 2010). The RAMMS model 
was developed by Avalanche, Debris Flow and Rock-fall, group, working at the WSL Institute 
for Snow and Avalanche Research. The RAMMS model is capable to simulate and predict not 
only the avalanche reach the but also the speed, impact pressure and mass entertained in 
avalanche motion.  
Avalanche flow is characterized as uneven motion with varying height of drifting snow and 
speed. For each simulation in the RAMMS model, the differential equations are solved  for the  
snow height H (x, y, t), the mean avalanche velocity U (x, y, t): = (Ux (x, y, t) (x, y, t)) 
T
 and the 
kinetic energy associated with the random movement of the snow grains R (x, y, t). The equations 
are solved at time t where the topography Z (X, Y) is given in the Cartesian system. X and Y 
represent horizontal coordinates. The surface shape is generated by the local coordinate system x, 
y, z. It is discretized so that its projection in the X - Y plane leads to a structured grid. Based on 
the first principle of conserving matter and momentum, the basic equilibrium rules are derived 
(Christen et al., 2010):  
𝝏𝒕𝑯 + 𝝏𝒙(𝑯𝑼𝒙) + 𝝏𝒚 = 𝑸(𝒙,𝒚,𝒕) 




) + 𝝏𝒚(𝑯𝑼𝒙𝑼𝒚) = 𝑺𝒈𝒙 − 𝑺𝒇𝒙 




) = 𝑺𝒈𝒚 − 𝑺𝒇𝒚    
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Avalanche motion is described as a moving block of snow that is slowed down by force, directly 
proportional to the square of the speed of that flow. The friction resistance S in [Pa] is then 
defined as follows (Christen et al., 2010):  





ρ is the flow density, 
g is gravitational acceleration, 
φ is the slope angle of the slope, 
H is the height of the flow  
U is the flow rate 
This model divides the friction resistance of the surface into two components. Dry type of friction 
(coefficient μ) in the RAMMS model referred to as Mu. The second coefficient ξ, in the RAMMS 
model called Xi, is the coefficient of resistance in which is in relation to the square of velocity 
given in [m / s2]. 
This equation has found application in many applications for mass movement, especially snow. 
The Voellmy model has been used for a long time in Switzerland. The Mu and Xi coefficients, 
also referred to collectively as MuXi, also depend on the global simulation parameters in 
RAMMS (return period and volume of snow in avalanche). These two coefficients can be 
calibrated in three altitude zones for different terrain types (open slope, gully, flat surface, forest). 
However the Voellmy equation, insufficiently describes the flow at the avalanche forehead and 
the avalanche's tail. 
The measurements indicate a significant increase in friction and thus a decrease in flow velocity. 
This causes the RAMMS model to be somewhat limited in the prediction behaviour of the 
avalanche decelerating and depositing snow. Modelling of the avalanche process is still under 
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6 Aims of the study 
 
The focus of the dissertation work and of the whole research is based on close cooperation with 
the Avalanche Prevention Centre for of Mountain Rescue Service in Slovakia and was design to 
produce relevant outputs applicable in operational mode in avalanche forecasting, designing 
avalanche defence structures, delineating avalanche hazards zones and reviewing the safety 
equipment and its influence on survival of avalanche victims.   
The aims of the work are as follows: 
 To review of avalanche safety – avalanche balloons equipment on survival of avalanche 
victims and test the various avalanche balloon packs in real avalanche and estimate the 
impact forces using numerical modelling and GIS (Publication 1 & 6) 
 
 Statically model avalanche run-outs in Western Tatra and implement the run-out model 
into GIS environment(Publication 2) 
 
 Compare the statistical run-out modelling and release zones estimation using GIS within 
two various geographical locations (Publication 3) 
 
 Develop and algorithm capable of automated detection of avalanche deposits from very 
high resolution satellite imagery (Publication 4) 
 
 
 To determine  appropriate parameterization and calibration of used numerical models 
and establish a procedure for obtaining sufficiently precise data needed to model 
avalanche impacts (Publication 5)  
 
 To investigate use of high resolution LIDAR for avalanche hazard mapping (Publication 
7) 
 
 To summarize the main findings from modelling and research on snow avalanches and 
delineate a future perspective of avalanche hazard zoning using results from numerical 
simulations. (Publication 8) 
 
The long-term goal pursued by this work is to support the effort of integrating modern GIS 
technologies and numerical computational modelling tools into the standard practice of avalanche 
prevention implemented by the Avalanche Prevention Centre in Slovakia.  
 




The results of the thesis are summarized in eight publications from which two are book chapters. 
All of them (except publication 6) are reviewed and published in international journals or 
proceedings. Publication 1 was published in international journal with impact factor.   
 
Publication 1: Haegeli, P., Falk M., Procter, E., Zweifel, B., Jarry, F., Logan, S., Kronholm K.,  
Biskupič, M.,  Brugger H., 2014  The effectiveness of avalanche airbags. Resuscitation, Volume 
85, Issue 9, 1197 – 1203.  
Publication 1 retrospectively studied the use avalanche airbags and investigated its effectiveness 
on avalanche survival and mortality. Binomial linear regression models showed main effects for 
airbag use, avalanche size and injuries on critical burial, and for grade of burial, injuries and 
avalanche size on mortality. The adjusted risk of critical burial is 47% with non-inflated airbags 
and 20% with inflated airbags. The adjusted mortality is 44% for critically buried victims and 3% 
for non-critically buried victims. The adjusted absolute mortality reduction for inflated airbags is 
−11 percentage points (22% to 11%; 95% confidence interval: −4 to −18 percentage points) and 
adjusted risk ratio is 0.51 (95% confidence interval: 0.29 to 0.72). Overall non-inflation rate is 
20%, 60% of which is attributed to deployment failure by the user. Conclusion: Although the 
impact on survival is smaller than previously reported, these results confirm the effectiveness of 
airbags. Non-deployment remains the most considerable limitation to effectiveness. Development 
of standardized data collection protocols is encouraged to facilitate further research. 
Publication 2: Biskupič, M., Barka, I., 2009, Statistical avalanche run-out modelling using GIS 
on selected slopes of Western Tatras National park, Slovakia. International Snow Science 
Workshop, Proceedings, 482-487. 
   
Results from the model estimating probable avalanche paths correlates well with avalanche 
cadaster map figure 7. It was expected that trigger zones estimated by the model will occur in 
upper parts of historical avalanche paths. Some historical path and modeled trigger zones show 
some inconsistency. Field investigation and aerial imagery inspection indicated large forest 
succession in these places for last 25 years. Due to this succession avalanche activity was reduced 
to minima. Using up to date land cover maps and orhto imagery as an input for the model resulted 
in the proper estimation of potential avalanche trigger hazard. Model revealed that 67,45% of the 
study area falls into the zone with small avalanche trigger potential 21,56% with medium 10,4% 
with high and 0,59% as very high avalanche trigger potential. See figure 5. Due to the 
implementing the curvature factor, estimated release zones reflects the nature of avalanche 
triggering. It can be seen from figure 6. Ridges were properly classified as places with minimal 
avalanche trigger potential. On the other hand GIS with the help of script language (Avenue) 
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allowed implementing statistical run out modeling in automated way. This was done on selected 
slopes. The final regression equation for the Western Tatras is α = 0,91ß - 0,04°. Correlation 
coefficient for this regression is 0,95 coefficient of determination is 0,9 and standard error of 
predicted α angle is 1,1. Figure 7 shows final run outs on the two of the selected avalanche paths. 
It can be said that in this case model outputs are in well correlation with historical avalanche 
cadastre map. In some other cases model failed to represent run outs naturally e. g run ups, 
channeled curvy run outs. Because the avalanche movement was approximated as water flow, 
circumstances occurred in narrow channels where all the flowlines gathered together and from 
certain point they flowed together. This was partially solved by channel module in SAGA. 
Anyway some in some extremely narrow channels satisfying results were not obtained and 
different methods should be used for determining avalanche width. 
Publication 3: Boltižiar, M., Biskupič, M., Barka I.,2016, Spatial modelling of avalanches by 
application of GIS on selected slopes of the Western Tatra Mts. and Belianske Tatra Mts., 
Slovakia, Gographica Polonica, 89,79 – 90.  
The model revealed that in the Žiarska valley, 68% of the area studied falls into a zone with small 
avalanche trigger potential; 21% with medium; 10% with high and 1% with very high avalanche 
trigger potential and in the Predné Meďodoly valley: 62% of the area studied falls into the zone 
with small avalanche trigger potential; 14% with medium;14% with high and 10% with very high 
avalanche trigger potential (Fig. 4). High or very high risk potential was given to the steep gullies 
and vast steep slopes covered with grass. This is one of the reasons why the Predné Meďodoly 
valley has more ‘very high’ avalanche release potential areas.  
 
Publication 4: Frauenfelder, R., Lato, M. J., Biskupič, M., 2015, Using eCognition to 
automatically detect and map avalanche deposits from the spring 2009 avalanche cycle in the 
Tatra mts., Slovakia, Int. Arch. Photogramm. Remote Sens. Spatial Inf. Sci., XL-7/W3, 791-795. 
 
Even though the results of the first training runs looked seemingly satisfactory when just 
analyzing a small portion of the imagery, the algorithm did not perform satisfactory on larger 
subsets of the data. On the one hand side the mapped avalanche debris was punctuated by small 
holes (i.e., errors of omission); at the same time many areas, especially wind-blown areas and 
rock outcrops, were falsely classified as avalanche debris (i.e., errors of commission). Analyzing 
the Slovakian imagery more closely, we observed a distinct "rake" pattern in many lower-lying 
areas of the imagery. We found that the rake pattern is more pronounced at lower altitudes, with 
the 1700 m a.s.l. contour line approximately delineating the height below which the problem 
starts occurring. The features showed to be the result of melting processes, caused either by a 
rain-on-snow event or even just by increasing air temperatures. Therefore we had to adapt the 
algorithm in order to eliminate these features prior to the actual avalanche debris mapping. The 
quantitative comparison of the algorithm performance with respect to the expert mapping shows a 
good overall performance with comparable rates of errors of omission and errors of commission 
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if one takes the expert mapping as the "true" situation. A qualitative comparison between expert 
mapping and automatic classification by the algorithm indicate that the algorithm struggles in 
areas with strong pixel saturation. However, oversaturation seems to be more of an issue in 
WorldView-1/2 imagery than in previously explored data sets such as QuickBird imagery and 
airborne push broom scanner data. 
 
Publication 5: Richnavský, J., Biskupič, M., Mudroň, I., Devečka, B., Unucka, J., Chrustek, P., 
Lizuch, M., Kyzek, F., Matějíček, L., 2011, Using Modern GIS Tools to reconstruct the 
avalanche: A case study of Magurka 1970. GIS Ostrava 2011 Proceedings 175- 185.  
 
Friction coefficients (Mu, Xi) are necessary inputs for adjusting the proper simulation using 
RAMMS model. Coefficients, which were determined and used in one valley, can also be used in 
avalanche simulations in the adjacent valleys. These friction coefficients determine the surface 
friction in different heights. Coefficients, which were determined and used in one valley, can also 
be used in avalanche simulations in the adjacent valleys. There is a big probability that surface 
resistance to the avalanche flow will be similar in adjacent valleys as well. This experience was 
used for modelling potential avalanche events in the valley of Viedenka, which is situated to the 
west of Ďurková valley. In contrast with the reconstructed avalanche in the Ďurková valley, 
similarly great avalanche in the valley of Viedenka will affect significantly the urban space of 
Magurka settlement. Many cottages in this settlement will be damaged or ruined as a 
consequence of destructive power of a similar avalanche. In this locality, some experimental 
simulations were calculated with different heights of potential release zones. Fig. 8. shows results 
of particular cases of these simulations. It is obvious that a fracture height more than 2 m causes a 
significant spreading of the runout and more cottages are endangered. 
 
Publication 6: Biskupič, M., Richnavsk,ý J., Lizuch M., Kyzek, K.,  Žiak I., Chrustek, P., 
Procter, E., 2012, Three different shapes of avalanche balloons a pilot study, International Snow 
Science Workshop, Proceedings, 482-487.   
The dummy with the Snowpulse/Mammut Lifebag was dragged by the avalanche for 132 m in 20 
s. The average speed was 6.6 ms-1 (23.76 kmh
-1
) while it reached a maximum speed of 17.8ms-1 
(64.08 kmh-1). Acceleration occurred over 89 m with an average velocity of 3.56 ms-2. When the 
avalanche stopped moving, this dummy was buried from the hips down (Figure 2). The lower 
part of the body was anchored in the snow deposit and the whole body was partially buried in a 
tilted position. This was a partial-not critical burial, the airways were not obstructed and the head 
was not impaired by the snow. The balloon was clearly visible on the avalanche surface. The 
dummy equipped with ABS Vario system was carried over 123 m in 18 s. The maximum velocity 
reached by this dummy was 18.6 ms-1 (66.96 kmh-1) while the average speed was 6.9 ms-
1(24.84 kmh-1).The avalanche reached the highest speed at 9 s. At 9 s the dummy had been 
carried 93 meters from its starting point, reaching an acceleration of 3.36 ms-2. The dummy was 
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deposited in a horizontal face-up position lying on its back with the head pointing down the 
slope. There was a block of snow (approximate diameter70 cm) lying on its abdomen and 
additional snow laterally. The grade of burial was between partially buried and not buried. It is 
questionable if a human being would be capable of freeing himself in this position without 
additional help from companions. Important is that the airways were not obstructed and the head 
was not impaired with snow. One leg was visible and the balloons were clearly visible as well. 
The dummy wearing the BCA Float balloon was carried along the shortest distance of 114mwith 
an average velocity of 8.1 ms-1 (29.16 kmh-1). The dummy reached a maximum speed of 16.8 
ms-1 (60.48 kmh-1) with an acceleration of 3.72 ms-2 after 84 m. From this moment the dummy 
started to decelerate until the point of stopping in a supine position (Figure 4). The head and the 
airways were free of snow except and only a few small snow chunks were deposited on the trunk. 
Probably a human could free himself with no additional help. Based on this the burial was 
classified as no burial. The surrounding chunks of snow left the airways unobstructed and the 
head was not impaired by the snow. Both legs and one arm were sticking out from the deposited 
snow. The balloon was clearly visible on the snow surface. The grade of burial was different for 
each dummy. The dummy which travelled furthest was the most seriously buried and the one 
with the shortest path had the least serious grade of burial. This was due to the fact that the 
dummy with the Snowpulse/Mammut Lifebag was transported closer to the main flow and 
therefore closer to the front of deposition zone than the others. The dummies stopped within 88 m 
to 116m of the deposition front (BCA Float 116 m, ABS Vario 96 m and Snowpulse/Mammut 
Lifebag 88 m). The extremities of the dummies were twisted and positioned in unnatural 
positions. In the case of real human beings, they would probably have suffered injuries. On the 
other hand, no dummy accurately represents a real human example in an avalanche and humans 
may, for example, try to actively escape from the main flow. 
  
Publication 7: Chrustek P., Wężyk P., Kolecka N., Marek Biskupič M., Bühler Y., Christen M., 
2012 Using high resolution LiDAR data for snow avalanche hazard mapping in Kozak, J., 
Ostapowicz, K., Anna (Eds.) Integrating Nature and Society towards Sustainability,Springer, 290 
p.. (book chapter) 
DEM with various resolutions was used to simulate: maximum velocity, flow height and pressure 
of simulated avalanche at Goryczkowy test site. The quantitative differences between output 
parameters calculated for different DEMs with different resolution do not seem to be significant 
but more discrepancies were noticed when analyzing their spatial variations (Fig. 5). Analyzed 
examples showed that ALS models allow to predict avalanche flow process more precisely (even 
after reducing the model resolution) than Topo models, including also such terrain as the 
surrounding of the Goryczkowy test site where topographic surface is not very complex. The 
influence of various DEM types and different resolutions on the maximum distance was also 
investigated. When comparing 1 m ALS and 1 m Topo data differences between calculated 
distances were about 25 m (distance for Topo dataset was greater, Fig. 5a, b). The same 
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comparison for 25 m resolution datasets showed that the difference was much bigger – about 40 
m (distance for ALS dataset was greater, Fig. 5b, c). The biggest difference was obtained after 
changing resolution in ALS dataset. Difference between maximum flow distance for 1 and 25 m 
was about 50 m (distance for ALS 25 m was greater, Fig. 5a, c). The same comparison for Topo 
dataset showed difference that was about 30 m (distance for Topo 1 m was greater, Fig. 5b, d). 
Based on the results presented in Table 2 it can be stated that parameter differences between 
calculated PRAs are noticeable during dynamics calculation as well. This test showed that 
differences were bigger when spatial resolution was changed for ALS data. These discrepancies 
for Topo data were less noticeable. However, direct relation between estimated volume and 
maximum distance calculated by the model was not investigated (when comparing results from 
different resolutions). Interesting results were obtained when analyzing ALS data. Despite of 
much lower estimated volume (by 5.4%, 2,358.3 t less), calculated distance for 25 m dataset was 
40 m longer than for 1 m dataset. It means that smoothing the topography while decreasing the 
spatial resolution, strongly influences calculation results. This influence is more significant when 
analyzing LiDAR data. 
 
Publication 8: Liščák, P., Biskupič, M., Richnavský, J., Bednařík, P., Geological hazards, in 
Dalezios, N., R., (Eds.)  Environmental Hazards Methodologies for Risk Assessment and 
Management, IWA Publishing, London. (book chapter) 
Publication is book chapter dealing with avalanches and it’s modelling as larger group of 
geological hazards. It summarizes the progress in modelling which has been done for last years in 
Slovakian mountains. Most of the work has been done as a part of this PhD thesis. Nowadays, the 
physically based numerical tools are the most widespread group of tools and they represent the 
most complex tool for quantitative analysis of a studied system. They are much less encumbered 
with the simplifying assumptions used in analytical tools. Therefore, they are more appropriate 
for solving more complicated problems in more difficult conditions (Unucka, 2001). The main 
aim of avalanche dynamics studies is the answer to the question: in what way, how fast and how 
far does an avalanche move and what destructive potential is this movement connected with. The 
potential of dynamic numerical models is significant especially for the identification of potential 
avalanche runout distances. This identification is crucial for the evaluation of an avalanche 
danger. Furthermore, the avalanche impact pressure can be estimated by avalanche dynamics 
modelling (Figure 10.19) that brings a completely new dimension to the evaluation of an 
avalanche danger. The biggest danger of modelling is the possibility to easily generate the 
outputs that have little in common with reality. However, every model works on a certain level of 
reliability and it is necessary to verify and test the acquired prognosisIn the case of avalanche 
dynamics modelling, a calibration refers especially to the adjustment of terrain friction 
coefficients. According to these coefficients, an avalanche flow accelerates or decelerates. 
However, the avalanches in individual mountain areas have a very specific progress, due to a 
different combination of local, meteorological, geomorphological and climatic conditions. 
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8 Conclusions  
 
The retrospective study on avalanche incidents revealed that effectiveness of avalanche airbags is 
lower than previously reported, but still the airbags are the only active equipment capable to 
reduce the likelihood of critical burial and save human lives. It was assumed that the non-
inflation rate decreased compared to the early stages of airbags, but surprisingly the rate remains 
high (20%). This shows that the airbag should be treated carefully and it has to be periodically 
tested and checked not just for technical failures but also for the practising of the deployment. It 
is advisable that the airbags use is not overestimated and should not give the false feeling of 
security as the airbags do not work in every scenario (large avalanches, terrain trap, cliffs). 
Airbags do not guarantee the survival under all circumstances.  
Model for detecting the avalanche release zones have been tested and implemented into GIS 
environment. The raster algebra model is suitable for implementation in GIS.  This enable to 
automatically process large areas and whole workflow can be automated. Still the results require 
verification and field inspection. The reaming issue is to properly detect the lower part of release 
area called stauchwall. The results from statistical modelling point out that the model cannot be 
applied to all avalanche paths in the area. In particular, the model fails to simulate the behaviour 
of shorter avalanches which did not reach the retardation beta point or the cases when the 
avalanche hit the encounter slope. Insufficiency was also demonstrated in the case of slopes with 
considerable turgidity of the avalanche. The model is only suitable for straight slopes with a 
slightly inclined run-out zone.  
The automated detection and mapping of snow avalanche debris using was investigated with an 
algorithm implemented in eCognition. The described method and is flexible and easily adaptable 
to data from different very-high to high resolution optical sensors but needs further improvement 
before applicable in any operational setting. A large drawback of optical methods is their 
dependency of clear sky conditions and good illumination. In order to be able detect avalanches 
also during bad weather conditions the radar satellite date should be tested. 
Numerical models (like RAMMS), coupled with field observations and historical records are 
especially helpful in understanding avalanche flow in complex terrain (Christen et al., 
2008).Back calculations or outlining future scenarios of avalanche hazard is particularly 
important and applicable in the avalanche protection and prevention. It is obvious that modeled 
result differs from the event mapped in 1970. We have to bear in mind that it still a model and 
has limitations. The process of snow entertaining in the avalanche flow has not yet been precisely 
mathematically described. It greatly affects the amount of snow in the avalanche and thus its 
dynamics, speed, impact pressure, run-outs and volumes. Another influencing factor is the quality 
of input parameters particularly the DEM. The accuracy and spatial resolution influences the 
precision of the release area estimation, calculated topography parameters, calculated release 
volume, location of avalanche track and another parameters calculated by dynamic models.     
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